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Presents infomation on tanks, including the history of their development, what a tank crew does,
and what tanks of the future may look like.

About the AuthorMegan McDonald is the creator of the popular and award-winning Judy Moody
and Stink series. She is also the author of two Sisters Club stories, and many other books for
children. She lives in Sebastopol, California.Peter H. Reynolds is the illustrator of the Judy
Moody and Stink books and the author-illustrator of THE DOT, ISH, SO FEW OF ME, and
ROSE'S GARDEN. He lives in Dedham, Massachusetts.
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Andreea, “Good informational book. My 10 years old son loves this book. We got - "Tanks",
"Warships" and "Fghter planes". These books have a lot of information, detailed pictures and
historical stories that are very interesting . I would say these are one of my son's favorite books.
He has read them several times and spends time looking at details and pictures, then he is
trying to draw them and actually make them from cardboard or LEGOs. I like how these books
keeps him busy. I wish I could find more of these books series.”

Selina, “Absolutely perfect!. Exactly what my son wanted for his birthday. He has autism and is
obsessed with tanks. Faster shipping then expected and worth it completely. Highly recommend
this book for anyone.”

Rosemary Bottcher, “Grandson loves it.. Lots of pictures of cool tanks.”

Gina Leake, “Four Stars. Grandson loved it”

Chuck, “Used book in fine condition.. My grandson loved exploring the book. Good deal and
that was the purpose.  Grandson prepared for visit to local tank museum.  Big fun.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Got this for our boys for Christmas and they love it!. Got this for our boys
for Christmas and they love it!!! Our oldest has been reading it at night in bed.”

Steffi B, “Another excellent book in the series. I bought this for my two boys aged 5 and 10,
although mainly the younger one as he loves tanks(?!) Having to read this to him (as it's aimed
at older children) I found it fascinating and very informative. As with the other books in the series
it gives you a concise history of tanks from their very first basic conceptions up to present day.
This is supported by excellent photographs and illustrations. It also covers weaponry. It is
popular with my children along with the books on Submarines and Helicopters. (P.S. I am not
involved in the military in any way!)”

Debbie, “Great accompaniment to World of Tanks...!. Great accompaniment to World of Tanks...!
Full descriptions of how tanks work, reload speeds, kit and types of ammo. My 10 yr old son
preferred this book to the "Tank Spotter's Guide" by the tank museum (in Bovington) . But the
visit to the Tank Museum went down a storm.”

bobtdouglas, “Good beginners book. This book is a very good beginners book with good colour
illustrations and a concise history of the tank in war. Also includes information on some of the
stranger models built for special purposes, i.e. bridge-building.Only regret that there are very few
photos from wartime events, only coloured drawings, good though they are.All in all good value



for money.”

Andy, “It is quite technical - she can't really understand some of it - but I love reading it with her
(bit of a tank fan .... Cracking book. My 6 year old daughter currently fascinated by tanks. It is
quite technical - she can't really understand some of it - but I love reading it with her (bit of a tank
fan myself). Good pics and technical info.”

Mr H!, “Fantastic range of amazing books.. Usborne books are very informative, have good
detailed descriptions and big bright pictures, this was a fantastic buy! Amaing tanks and even
more super history.”

The book by Roger Priddy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 39 people have provided feedback.
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